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4 Review of the Proposed 2021-2022 Rochester City School District Budget 

 

 

“We are now faced with the fact that tomorrow is today. We are confronted with the fierce 
urgency of now. In this unfolding conundrum of life and history, there ‘is’ such a thing as 
being too late. This is no time for apathy or complacency. This is a time for vigorous and 

positive action.” - Martin Luther King Jr. 

Introduction 

For three years The Children’s Agenda has provided an overview of the Rochester City School 
District (RCSD) budget with in-depth analysis of changes that affect the most vulnerable 
students. The purpose of The Children’s Agenda’s review of the RCSD budget, along with our 
annual reviews of the City and County budgets, is to break open the budget process in a way 
that increases transparency, accountability and parent empowerment for what children need 
most with what works best. We offer a detailed look at five areas that are prominent in 
parents’ concerns:  budget transparency, school climate, students with disabilities, 
multilingual learners, and early childhood education. 

The recommendations in this report were developed in partnership with students, parents, 
and community agencies such as the Parent Leadership Advisory Council (PLAC), Special 
Education Parent Advisory Council (SEPAC), Bilingual Education Council (BEC), Teens With 
Attitude, Teen Empowerment, Citizen Action of NY, Alliance for Quality Education, 
Roc/ACTS, the Community Task Force on School Climate, IBERO American Action League, 
and many more, as well as those who attended our numerous budget teach-ins and 
community forums. 

We collaborate with parents, students, 
community members and educators to 
lift up policy solutions that reflect our 
collective voices and support the 
students in most need. To paraphrase 
Mahatma Gandhi, the true measure of 
any society is how it supports its most 
vulnerable, especially its children.  
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Overview 

The five key take-aways from this budget analysis are: 

1. The resources available to RCSD are a once in a lifetime opportunity to improve the school 
system in Rochester. 

2. If the federal stimulus and Foundation Aid increases are used to maintain the status quo, 
it will fail to deliver much needed improvements for Rochester’s students. 

3. Using increases in state and federal aid to close the structural deficit is unsustainable in 
the long run. 

4. The quality of instruction and supports should be the ultimate goal, and halting declining 
enrollment requires a deep investment in a smaller number of buildings that will be more 
successful than diluting resources. 

5. It is the role and responsibility of the RCSD to engage as many parents, students and 
community members as possible in deciding how this transformational funding will be 
spent.  Now is the time to lean in. 

The 2021-22 school year will be different, and not just because of the pandemic. The RCSD 
has a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to reshape education in Rochester. Hundreds of millions 
of additional state and federal dollars are coming to the RCSD. For the first time in living 
memory there are enough resources to add programs and supports for students and make 
real structural changes. 

Parents and community members must shape how this once in a lifetime money is spent. 
Unfortunately, the 2021-22 budget process and the draft budget (which was presented late), 
have lacked enough detail and opportunities for parents to engage. There was only one public 
budget hearing this year instead of the usual 2 or 3, and all the position codes within the 
budget book were removed, so it was impossible to know something as simple as the number 
of reading teachers for the 2021-22 school year. 

A plan for how the American Rescue Plan Act funding will be spent ($197.4M) must be 
developed, commented on, and posted by the RCSD by July 1st,  yet there has  been no 
announcement as to what this process will look like as of May 6, 2021. This is unacceptable. 
Parents, students, educators, and the community deserve transparency and ample 
opportunities to shape how this money will be spent. 

Currently, the RCSD 2021-22 Draft Budget is largely a continuation of the status quo with few 
significant additions or cuts. Diving into the details of what has changed is less important than 
seizing the opportunity to make big structural reforms going forward. There is $284.6M in 
federal funding that has yet to be allocated. New York State has also committed to fully 
funding Foundation Aid by 2023-24, meaning tens of millions in additional recurring revenue 
over the next two school years and beyond.  

Every year since the turn of the century the enrollment at RCSD has trended downwards.  
Keeping a comparable number of schools open despite declining enrollment, without shifting 
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resources to improve educational outcomes, has not worked. The quality of instruction and 
supports should be the ultimate goal, not the number of buildings that remain open. The 
RCSD has the resources to restructure and should do it now. If the federal stimulus and 
Foundation Aid increases are used to maintain the status quo it will fail to deliver much 
needed improvements for Rochester’s students. 

Below we provide an overview of what funds are coming into the district, and how they may 
be spent. We also present recommendations to begin a conversation about how to transform 
the RCSD. However, this is just a jumping off point. It is the role and responsibility of the RCSD 
to engage as many parents, students, and community members as possible to decide how 
this transformational money will be spent. Now is the time to lean in. 

 

REVENUE 
 

Additional State and Federal Aid for the 2021-22 School Year and Beyond 
1. State Aid (2021-22): $83.9M Increase 

 $39.8M increase in Foundation Aid (recurring revenue) 
• $29.2M in Foundation Aid which restored the pandemic adjustment/cut in state 

funding of $29.2M in the 2020-21 school year (the state cut its own aid to offset funds 
received through the CARES Act) 

• $9.7M increase in Transportation Aid (transportation funding is based off the previous 
year’s expenses, and will not return to normal until after full in-person learning 
resumes) 

 

2.  Federal Stimulus Money (Multiyear): $307.9M New and Residual  

 $197.4M from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) – March 2021 

 $87.2M from the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act 
(CRRSAA) – Dec. 2020 

 $23.3M remaining from the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES) 
– March 2020 

 

3.  Other Federal Aid 

The RCSD also has access to other sources of federal funding that were included in the 
ARPA to help with opening schools safely (testing, cleaning buildings, vaccinations), 
providing school meals, providing technology to families, and to support families with 
housing and child care needs. All of this money is in addition to what is listed above. The 
amounts are for the entire country, but the RCSD would have access to potentially millions 
of dollars from these sources: 

• $7.2 billion Emergency Connectivity Fund to reimburse schools and libraries for 
internet access and connected devices. 
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• $92.2 billion for improving public health and responding to COVID-19, including 
testing, tracing, and vaccine distribution; community health centers; mental health 
block grants 

• School meal program money, with waivers for flexible delivery, in addition to SNAP & 
P-EBT for families 

• Housing assistance $10B  

• Rental assistance $21.6B 

• Child Care $39B, Head Start $1B  
 

Recovery of District Savings and End of RAN 

With so much cash on hand, the RCSD will not need another Revenue Anticipation Note (RAN) 
to cover periods of low cash flow in 2021-22. RANs are short-term loans with very low 
interest rates because they are considered extremely low risk. Though the size of past RANs 
have been substantial ($86M) the actual cost to RCSD has been very small as the interest rate 
on the last RAN was 0.6% or $465,174.ii This will not result in significant savings, but having a 
healthy fund balance is still a sound financial practice that will provide a cushion for RCSD and 
help the district avoid unnecessary borrowing. 

• No Revenue Anticipation Note (RAN) for 2021-22 
• Saves RCSD ~$400,000 in Interest Payments 

A year ago the district needed a $35M loan from New York State to cover its expenses, 
because the unassigned fund balance (which is the district’s savings account) was completely 
empty in September of 2019. However, because of the switch to remote learning, RCSD’s 
independent audit1 showed an $82M fund balance at the end of the 2019-20 school year. The 
RCSD projects an additional $90M fund balance by June 2021, a complete turnaround from a 
year ago. Right now $33.1M in fund balance is being set aside to be used next year. These 
changes and the unexpected state and federal funds have resulted in RCSD’s projecting that 
there should be $139M in cash available to the district in its savings next school year. 

• $82M Existing Fund Balance as of June 2020 
• $90M in Additional Fund Balance Revenue Projected for June 2021  
 $33.1M Fund Balance Budgeted for 2021-22 (Appropriated) 

 $139M Total in Projected Available Fund Balance 
 

Best Financial Position in Decades 

Though student needs are as high as they have likely ever been, so too are resources. The 
RCSD has not allocated any of the CRRSAA or ARPA money in the 2021-22 draft budget as of 
April 30, 2021. This is money that must be spent over the next 2 to 3 years, with the 

                                                

 
1 2020 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) 
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possibility of a 4th year extension from the federal government.  At a minimum RCSD is 
required to allocate $24.7M of that money next school year but could realistically use as 
much as $100M.  

• $284.6M in federal stimulus remains still available to RCSD (ARPA and CRRSAA) 
• $24.7M of the ARPA must be spent in 2021-22 at a minimum 
• Up to ~$100M in additional spending is possible and reasonable for RCSD in 2021-22 

ARPA Requirements 

• 3 school years to spend, with possibility of 
4th year extension by federal government 

• 1/8 of total spent each year from 2021-22 
through 2024-25 

• If the federal government does not grant a 
4th year extension, the money from 2024-25 
must be evenly split between 2022-23 and 
2023-24 

• 20% must be used to address learning loss 
• Remaining funds may be used for “any 

activity” authorized under existing federal 
education laws (very flexible) or for 
“continuing to employ existing or hiring 
new…school staff”iii  

• Publicly post a plan for ARPA funds on the 
district website by July 1st, 2021 with 
community feedback 

CRRSAA Requirements 

• 2 school years to spend (through 2022-23) 
• None of the funds need to be used for a specific purpose 
• Funds may be used for same allowable purposes as ARPA 
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THE BAD NEWS: The Structural Deficit  
 

 
Costs rise faster than revenues every year, so the RCSD still has a long-term structural deficit. 
Using increases in state and federal aid to close the structural deficit is unsustainable in the 
long run. For the next few years this structural deficit will be invisible because of short-term 
increases in state and federal aid. The RCSD is able to keep staffing roughly the same in 2021-
22 because of $23M in CARES Act funding and $48M in increased state aid, mostly 
Foundation Aid. That’s $71M in additional revenue just to maintain existing staff levels.  
However, the federal aid will disappear in 3 or 4 years, and when Foundation Aid is fully 
funded in 2023-24, the subsequent increases in state aid will be much smaller each year.  

Fully funding Foundation Aid will create a higher floor of services for students at RCSD. The 
Children’s Agenda has advocated for Foundation Aid because it is essential to creating more 
equitable school funding across New York State. If increases in Foundation Aid do not keep up 
with rising costs, supports for students will disappear over time. 

Driver #1:  Rising Costs 

Rising costs are primarily salaries, retirement, benefits, and health care. There is the potential 
to lower some of these costs, however, the steep rises in health care and retirement spending 
are largely beyond the RCSD’s control. Salaries and benefits must remain competitive with 
surrounding districts or the quality of staffing will diminish over time, and any changes to 
salaries or benefits must be agreed to through collective bargaining. 

Driver #2:  Inadequate Funding Proportionate to Need  

http://www.thechildrensagenda.org/
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Flush with federal aid and the possibility of fully funded Foundation Aid, inadequate funding 
is less of an immediate concern than in the past, but it will re-emerge in the future. 
Foundation Aid is crucial to school funding equity because it targets resources to districts 
based on the needs of their students. The RCSD has a high proportion of multilingual learners, 
students with disabilities, and students from economically disadvantaged homes. New York 
State has determined these students require additional supports/funding based on its own 
research and analysis. 

 

Concentration of Students with High Needs at RCSD 

• 90% economically disadvantaged 
• 21.4% students with disabilities 
• 15% multilingual learners 

Cost to Educate Compared to General Education Students (NYS Estimates) 

• 141% more for students with disabilities 
• 65% more for students living poverty 
• 50% more for multilingual learners 

Fully funded Foundation Aid will provide a large amount of state support, however local 
funding remains frozen. This freeze in local funding contributes to the structural deficit as 
costs rise every year but local revenue remains the same ($119.1M). Some potential solutions 
for this include: 
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• Advocate to increase the amount of local funding from the City of Rochester based on 
inflation and increasing housing values 

• Advocate for changes to the $10M Cash Capital requirement to leverage state 
reimbursement for capital improvement projects 

Driver #3:  Declining Enrollment 

 

Declining enrollment is the biggest driver of RCSD’s structural deficit. When students leave, 
state and federal funding follows them. The district projects enrollment to decline by 386 
students from 2020-21 to the 2021-22 school year, equivalent to losing a small elementary 
school. No schools are scheduled to close and the lost funding will be spread across every 
building. Some of this decline is inevitable because of declining birth rates and demographic 
changes. Most of the decline is driven by families choosing charter schools, private schools, 
home schooling, or moving away. 

RCSD anticipates that 2021-22 K-12 enrollment will be 22,974, a 17% decrease from the 
2015-16 academic year. But even that significant 17% decrease is modest when compared 
with a projected 38% decrease in Kindergarten enrollment over the same period. The rapid 
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decline in Kindergarten enrollment over the past several years forecasts a much smaller 
school district over the next decade.  

Student enrollment at RCSD has trended downwards every year since the turn of the century. 
Because schools with low enrollment are kept open, buildings continually lack: adequate 
administrative and academic support, legally required services for students with disabilities 
and multilingual learners, and enough enrichment opportunities for all students. Every 
available dollar is used to keep buildings open and maintain the same staffing configurations 
despite changing needs. 

Buildings do need to close, as unpopular and disruptive as that may be. Doing so will allow 
the district to reinvest the savings to where they are needed the most and ensure the schools 
that remain open have the resources to compete with charter schools and other districts. To 
stop declining enrollment requires a deep investment in a smaller number of buildings that 
will be more successful than diluting resources. The quality and depth of instruction and 
supports for students should be the ultimate goal, not the number of buildings that remain 
open. 

Once in a Lifetime Opportunity 

The RCSD has the resources to restructure, and 
should do it now. If the federal stimulus and 
Foundation Aid increases are used to maintain 
the status quo it will fail to deliver much needed 
improvements for Rochester’s students. The 
state and federal government have stepped up 
to provide adequate resources to RCSD. The best 
uses of those funds are to address the long-
standing needs of RCSD’s students, reopen 
schools safely, respond to the academic and 
social-emotional consequences of the pandemic, 
and tackle declining enrollment head on.   
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Community Decides How Stimulus Money is Spent 
a.  Parents and students should drive the decisions on how this once-in-a-lifetime 

funding is spent 
b. Parents and students should drive decisions on how to redistribute resources and end 

declining enrollment, perhaps using participatory budgeting techniques and tested 
strategies such as Citizens’ Budget Panels. 

 

2. Financial Transparency 
a. All federal stimulus dollars should be tracked and reported to the public 
b. The budget book should be on-time 
c. Specific budget codes must be restored and summarized 
d. More opportunities for community input must be available including more public 

budget hearings 
 

3. Bring Special Education into Legal Compliance ($20M) 
a. Fully fund the recommendations of the Special Education Advisory Council 
b. Align the continuum of special education services across buildings for fewer student 

transitions, more program availability, and adherence to least restrictive 
environments 

c. Consistent mandatory professional development for all staff on students IEPs and the 
Multi-tiered System of Supports (MTSS) 

d. Strengthen MTSS by investing in universal language supports in K-3 like the 
discontinued Foundations Program that reduces special education classifications and 
expenses in the long run 

 

4. Bring Multilingual Learning into Legal Compliance ($10M) 
a. Fully fund recommendations of the New York State corrective action plan 
b. Re-establish a newcomer pathway/program for non-refugee multilingual learners 
c. Align continuum of multilingual services including bilingual programming for fewer 

student transitions, and more program availability/equity 
 

5. Address Low Academic Achievement ($39.5M or more) 
a. Create a plan in consultation with parents and students to increase instructional time 

and supports for students who need it 
b. Use at a minimum the 20% ($39.5M) in ARPA funds to create targeted tutoring 

programs and an extended school year and/or school day, including summer and 
afterschool programs 

c. Increase funding for evidence-based reading programs in K-3 
 

6. Address Declining Enrollment Through Added Supports and Better Transitions 
a. Plan for reducing the number of buildings to redistribute resources to the remaining 

buildings 
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b. Invest in early grade reading and social-emotional supports to have students engaged 
and reading by third grade; this will make elementary schools competitive with 
charter schools and other alternative education settings to RCSD 

c. Reform the transition between preschool and kindergarten and improve outreach to 
families 

d. Invest additional resources into 7th and 9th grade academic and social-emotional 
supports to improve transitions for incoming high school students, improve 
graduation rates, and make RCSD high schools more attractive to parents which will 
improve enrollment 

 

7. Equity Across Buildings and Program Alignment 
a. Every school should be performing well and attractive to parents to stop declining 

enrollment 
b. Calculate school funding based on student need to ensure equitable distribution of 

resources 
c. Improve transitions between buildings, grade levels, and programs 
d. Reform the managed choice policy to ensure student placements are equitable, 

siblings are able to stay together, and neighborhood schooling is a viable option 
e. Balance special education and multilingual enrollment across buildings to the greatest 

extent possible 
f. Include Pre-K in the district’s deliberation about revising placement policies and the 

existing three zone structure 
 

8. Improve School Climate ($20M) 
a. $30M investment in restorative practices over 4 years, $10M in 2021-22, $10M in 

2022-23, $5M in 2023-24, $5M in 2024-25 (ARPA Timeline) 
i. Hire 20 restorative coaches for the next 3 years up from current 6 

ii. Provide professional development to all staff on restorative practices, and 
stipends for building level staff to run circles and coordinate restorative work in 
their buildings 

b. $5M every year for help zones and alternative to suspensions in every building 
c. $5M in additional mental health supports for students including more social workers 

and counselors 
 

9. Nutritional and Tasty Meals ($8M) 
a. $8M in additional investments, $5M for capital improvements, $3M for food sourcing 

and quality 
i. Make more meals from scratch 

ii. Culturally relevant meal options 
iii. Procure more fresh local produce 
iv. Invest in salad bars and flavor stations in every school 
v. Work with students and parents to develop meal ideas 
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10. Recruit and Retain More Teachers of Color ($3M) 
a. $3M fund to expand the Teaching & Learning Institute beyond East High School and 

tuition reimbursement for staff of color pursuing their teaching certification 
 

11. Culturally Responsive Sustaining-Education Framework ($3M) 
a. More course offerings 
b. Recruit teachers to teach culturally relevant curriculum 
c. Counselors should promote more diverse course options to students 
d. All text book purchases should be evaluated for cultural responsiveness, relevance, 

and anti-racist pedagogy 
 

12. More Support for Families Through the Community Schools Model ($5M) 
a. Dedicated funding for a community school site coordinator at every building 
b. Leverage additional funding streams in the ARPA to support families with 

housing/rental assistance, child care, food, internet access and devices, mental 
health support, and other health care needs 
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Appendix 
 

An Analysis of RCSD Pre-Kindergarten Programs 
Rochester’s Pre-Kindergarten programs are widely viewed as a high-quality bright spot within 
the school district, and are the result of decades of close partnership between the school 
district and a number of community based organizations (CBOs). As with other district 
programs, the Early Childhood department was battered by the effects of the COVID-19 
pandemic and the district’s funding shortfalls during the 2020-21 school year. 

According to preliminary 2020-21 New York State data, total enrollment in RCSD’s 3 and 4 
year old Pre-K programs fell by over 1,000 children compared to the prior year. 

 

 
 
Enrollment in classrooms operated by CBOs declined at a higher rate than district operated 
schools. It difficult to determine whether the 35% CBO enrollment decline (compared to a 
26% decline in district schools) is the result of changing enrollment practices during the 
pandemic, the district’s decision to shift slots from CBOs to district schools during 2020-21, 
family preferences, or a mix of several different factors. 

The proposed 2021-22 Rochester City School District budget mostly restores the Early 
Childhood Program’s staffing and programs to a pre-pandemic status, with a few significant 
changes. Pre-K is a fully optional program in New York State, and while the budget anticipates 
a return to normal enrollment patterns next fall, it is unclear whether family demand for the 
program will have returned by then. 
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The 2021-22 budget proposes $30.5 million in total spending for the Early Childhood 
department. This amount of state funding, level from the prior year, allows the district to 
offer 3 and 4 year-old Pre-K to every family that seeks it in the City of Rochester. 

The increases in federal COVID aid and state Foundation Aid do not affect the district’s early 
childhood programs, at least not directly. Per-child funding for Pre-K from New York has been 
frozen for many years, and inflation has reduced the purchasing power of that allocation over 
time. The district has mostly weathered this freeze in per-child spending through growth 
(allowing for increasing centralized costs to be spread out over more students) and by 
contracting with community partners (who then have to manage that freeze through their 
own internal budgets). However, as Pre-K is now available to every family that seeks it in 
Rochester and the number of annual births in this community continue to decline, RCSD’s 
capacity to manage a frozen per-child allocation will become increasingly strained. 

The proposed Early Childhood department budget projects 137.4 FTE teachers, along with 
160 paraprofessional staff. Both figures are down slightly from the 2020-21 adopted budget, 
but represent a substantial staffing restoration after significant reductions during the 2020-21 
school year. 

Position 2019-20 
Actual 

2020-21 
Adopted 

2020-21 
Amended 

2021-22 
Proposed 

Teacher 119.6 139.2 106.9 137.4 

Civil Service 11 16 12 13 

Administrator 3.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 

Teaching 
Assistants 

3 3 2 3 

Paraprofessional 143.9 163 73 160 

Total 281.1 325.8 198.5 318 

 
As with other parts of this year’s proposed budget, the districted opted to remove position 
summaries by building, so it is difficult to determine what explains certain changes within the 
Early Childhood budget this year. The total allocated to most district Pre-K schools rose by 4% 
to 10% above the original 2020-21 district budget. This modest increase seems to reflect 
slight staffing changes or increases in other allocated costs. 
 

Key Changes 
However, a few district sites experienced significant increases or reductions from the original 
2020-21 district budget. School 2 (Clara Barton) and School 29 (Adlai Stevenson) have 
significantly larger budget allocations and staff totals this year, suggesting that the district is 
expanding the number of classrooms in those buildings. All elementary schools in the district 
except two (School 28 and School 35) now operate at least one Pre-K classroom. 

Perhaps most significantly, the district also appears to have opted against a plan developed 
by former Superintendent Terry Dade to open additional stand-alone Pre-K centers at 
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different sites within the district. That plan originally called for two new Pre-K centers in 
addition to the existing offering on North Clinton Avenue. During last year’s budget 
deliberations, the district opted to reduce the number of new Pre-K programs by one, and 
intended to open a single new stand-alone Pre-K center at School 44 on Chili Avenue in the 
southwest part of the city.  

This center, titled “Rochester Early Childhood Center – South” was scheduled to open last 
September, but did not do so as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and the district’s decision 
to switch to a fully-remote learning model for the first half of the school year. 

RCSD originally budgeted $3 million in 2020-21 for this new early childhood center, and 
intended to offer wrap-around care to families during non-school hours. The allocation to this 
school in the proposed 2021-22 budget was reduced almost entirely, with only $63,000 and 
one position remaining at that site. It is unclear why one staff person remains allocated to this 
school. The site is also not included in the district’s 2021-22 Pre-K registration handbook.  

The proposed 2021-22 RCSD budget restores the 2020-21 level of funding for community 
based organizations that provide 3 and 4 year old Pre-K to approximately 55% of the children 
enrolled in the program during the 2020-21 academic year. The total amount allocated to 
“Professional Technical Service” (the CBO budget category) was reduced as a reflection of the 
district’s plan to shift Pre-K slots into district schools, and then fell further as fewer families 
enrolled their children in Pre-K during the pandemic. The restoration of funding to the 2020-
21 level is an indication that the district intends to maintain its long-standing and successful 
partnership with CBO providers in the upcoming school year. 

 
 

___________________________ 

i  American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, National Conference of State Legislatures . https://www.ncsl.org/ncsl-in-

dc/publications-and-resources/american-rescue-plan-act-of-2021.aspx 
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ii Rochester City 2020 RAN Series III Sale Result. https://capmark.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Rochester-City-2020-

RAN-Series-III-Sale-Results.pdf 
iii  U.S. Department of Education Fact Sheet, American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 Elementary and Secondary School 

Emergency Relief Fund (ARP ESSER). https://oese.ed.gov/files/2021/03/FINAL_ARP-ESSER-FACT-SHEET.pdf 
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